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1. GENERAL PROPERTIES 

Intermediate helium stars are defined by the number ratio of helium to hydrogen: 
0.3 < n H e/n H < 10 

Whereas at the helium rich end, there is a distinct gap between the intermediates and the extreme 
helium stars, the borderline between the intermediates and the normal B-stars appears less well defined. 
24 stars are listed by Drilling and Hill (1986), with V < llm. It can be anticipated that a major fraction 
has as yet escaped detection. 

The spectral types center around B2V, effective temperatures lie in a rather narow range, 
20000 Κ < T e f f < 25000K, and gravities, so far analyzed, appear to be reduced by up to a factor 2, with 
respect to the zero age main sequence. Since only one star (HD 37017) is known to be a binary, masses 
can be determined solely spectroscopically, from g and Teff, if either the distance is known or the state 
of evolution. In the latter case the mass is read off the (g, Teff)-diagram: M = 6 - 10 MQ, which again 
places the intermediate helium stars near the main sequence. With these fundamental stellar parameters, 
the luminosity is typically log L/L© = 3.8 (HD 37479). 

Metals appear (nearly) solar as Bohlender (1988) concludes from the analysis of 5 stars. (In case of 
variability, the abundances are phase averaged.) Projected rotational velocities also appear distributed 
as in normal Β stars, with 5 stars having ν sin i « 150 kms"1 and with 3 stars having 
ν sin i < 30 kms"1. 

Remarkable are the strong magnetic fields, observed in 9 stars. In most cases they can more or less 
be approximated by (decentered) dipoles, except for the case of H D 37776, where the dominant 
configuration is that of a quadrupole. The maximum fields observed are B e m a x = 3.4 kG (6 Ori C) 
and Bs m a x = 58.0 kG (HD 37776). B p o l is typically 10 kG. These are the strongest fields observed in 
non-degenerates. 

Another peculiarity is the variability that occurs in 7 stars. Variability comprises He-absorption, 
Ηα-emission, shell absorption, (radial velocity), photometry, magnetic field and polarization, which occur 
in a given star with one common period. The periods range from Ρ = 0.9 to 1.7 days, except for 
H D 184927 (P=9.5d). Since moreover the (Ρ, ν sin i) relation is obeyed (with R > 4 RQ), the stars are 
considered as classical oblique rotators. 
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Circumstellar matter becomes manifest through radio-emission ( H D 37017, H D 37479, S Ori C) , 

through Ηα-emiss ion (5 stars), X-rays ( H D 37017, H D 37479) and wind. For H D 37479, Hamann 

(1981) derived by means of the comoving frame method M = 10" 1 0-10" 9 N^ /year , and a blue edge 

velocity of 600 kms" 1. 

The galactic distribution is confined to (bi < 19°, with a major fraction located in the Orion O B I 

association (4 stars) and one member of IC 2944. 

Evolution: From the foregoing properties it is obvious that helium enrichment is a product of 

diffusion rather than of evolution. For in the latter case the sensitive number ratio N / C should be larger 

than 1, as is observed only in two stars H D 64740 (Kaufmann and Schacht, 1975) and H D 186205 

(Lester, 1972), whereas in the former case, it should be less than unity (as observed in at least 3 stars). 

These analyses eventually have to be repeated, with higher S / N spectrograms. 

The foregoing statistical review is based on the following publications: Hunger 1986a and b (includes 

bibliography until 1986), Barker 1986, Bohlender et al. 1987, Drake et al. 1987, Philips and Lestrade 

1988, Bohlender and Landstreet 1988, Hunger et al. 1989, Bohlender Thesis 1988, Hunger et al. 1990. 

2. T H E SPECIAL C A S E O F H D 37479 

The remainder of the review is devoted to H D 37479 (formerly σ Ori E ) , which though may not be 

considered the prototype of its class, but which is the best studied object. It exhibits all the variable 

features listed in Sect. 1, with the common period Ρ = 1.19081 d. The model that fits the observations 

reasonably well, is reproduced in Fig. 1 (which is an update of the model proposed by Groote and 

Hunger, 1982). The axis of rotation is vertical, the magnetic poles are marked by + or -. The shaded 

areas show the He-caps. The two corotating clouds are centered at the intersection of the magnetic and 

rotational equators. The clouds extend up to 6 stellar radii. Phases are shown at the periphery (arabic 

numbers) . R o m a n numbers designate the phases which have been used in the analysis. In the following, 

general problems which beset the analysis of He-variable stars are briefly discussed. 
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Fig. 1: Updated model of H D 37479 showing the He-patches (shaded), the clouds and the magnetic 

poles ( + and - ) . Arabic numbers designate phases, roman numbers those phases for which 

E S O - C A S P E C spectrograms have been used. 
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3. S P E C T R A L A N A L Y S I S A N D ITS P R O B L E M S 

A s a result of rotation (v sin i = 150 kms" 1) faint lines are washed out, which result in a loss of 

important abundance informations, and which also render the Doppler imaging of metal spots (almost) 

impossible. Doppler imaging is likewise not applicable in the case of He-surface mapping, as the strong 

H e lines are saturated. 

W h e n attempting to model the surface of a variable Hel ium star, one must be aware that the simple 

geometry of 2 symmetric and circular caps may be too schematic. Furthermore, there may exist 

horizontal and/or vertical abundance gradients. In order to model the Hel ium surface distribution it is 

important to have a model atmosphere program that reproduces the line cores accurately and that uses 

the appropriate phase dependent He-abundances. The Kiel Group uses Kurucz opacity distribution 

functions and surface averaged He-opacities, while the Western Ontario Group works with standard 

composit ion model atmospheres, however uses a refined line synthesis program that calculates the 

integrated intensity and polarization profiles for the assumed model atmosphere, magnetic geometry, 

and surface abundance distribution. The Helium maps produced by these groups in fact do show 

differences. (The best approach would be a combination of the Kiel atmosphere and the Western 

Ontario line synthesis program.) 

The biggest problem poses the contamination of the spectrum by the clouds, with their emission in 

quadrature and absorption in conjunction. Hunger et al. (1990) have shown that the effect of the clouds 

can largely be eliminated if proper phases are choosen and the analysis is performed strictly 

differentially with respect to suitable standards (^Peg, σ Ori D ) . From the afore mentioned problems, 

it is clear that we are still far from deriving unambiguous surface maps of helium and metals. 

4. S U R F A C E D I S T R I B U T I O N O F H E L I U M A N D M E T A L S . 

The foregoing analysis yields 2 He-caps with c H e = 0.8, while the rest is close to normal ( c H e = 0.15). 

The geometry is described by i = 46°, β = 73° and the cap radius r = 47° (both caps). N o vertical 

abundance stratification is needed in order to explain the profiles of the strong He-l ines. (In essence 

the same model is proposed by Bohlender, 1989.) 

The metals, as a rule, seem to vary in antiphase. The question arises whether there are phases where 

the metal abundances are solar. This can be answered simply by dividing the (optical) spectrum of H D 

34749 by the (rotated) spectrum of η Peg. In those phases where the abundances agree, a straight 

"continuum" should result. In Fig. 2 a portion of the spectrum near CII is shown. The straight 

continuum is seen at ψ = 0.57, a phase where only a small fraction of the He-caps and the polar regions 

is visible. Inside the He-caps, the metals are depleted by a factor of 10, by numbers. 

In Fig. 3 the variations of the U V equivalent widths are shown, and also of the Η-abundance, € H . The 

metals exhibit a symmetry axis which is aligned with the magnetic axis which becomes clearly evident 

at the south pole (marked S) . For the north pole a quantitative analysis is needed as at that phase the 

H / H e ratio varies drastically. The hydrogen symmetry axis seems to be displaced by ~ 0.1. If proved 

to be true, the two symmetry axes could mean two different mechanisms for diffusion?! 

The results of this section, though still preliminary, can be summarized: diffusion is confined to the 

He-caps which are located near (or off set by ~ 45°) the intersection of the magnetic and rotational 

equator (Bohlender, 1988; Hunger et al. 1990). From this fact one is forced to conclude that diffusion 

is influenced not only by the magnetic field but also by rotation, either by centrifugal forces (as proposed 

by Bohlender) which reduce gravity and speed up the wind, or by Coriolis forces (as proposed by 

Hunger et al.) which act as "angular momentum barriers" that brake the wind. In any case, the 

segregation of chemical element appears to occur in the wind or the bottom of it. 
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Fig. 2: E S O - C A S P E C spectrum centered at λ 4267 (CII), of the comparison star η Peg (bottom), 

and the normalized spectrum of H D 37479 which is divided by the (rotationally broadened) 

spectrum of η Peg. The phases increase from top to bottom. 
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Fig. 3: Phase variations of U V metal line equivalent widths and of the hydrogen number fraction 
(top). 
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5. T H E W I N D A N D T H E A N G U L A R M O M E N T U M B A R R I E R . 

The mass loss from H D 37479 is estimated to M = 10" 1 0 - 10"9 M Q / V T (Hamann, 1981). The theory of 

radiatively driven winds predicts M ~ 4 10"9 Μφ/yr (Pauldrach, 1989). 9 0 % of the wind is trapped in the 

magnetosphere (clouds), which extends equatorially up to L = 6 R* , see Fig. 4. (From L = 6 R^, a 

polar cone with BQ = 24° results.) 10% of the wind excapes freely, in agreement with the observations. 

T h e bound part of the wind is further restricted, as can be demonstrated on hand of Fig. 5. The 

radiation driven wind reaches its "terminal" velocity ( ~ 600 kms" 1) already at some 1.2 R* . Beyond this 

point the wind particles move more or less freely under the influence of gravitation, if the magnetic field 

is zero. In a corotating frame, trajectories develop which are shown for the first and fourth quadrant, 

as full drawn curves and labelled by their "terminal velocities. In case of a (dipole) magnetic field, there 

is little interaction with the field as long as the trajectories do not cross magnetic field lines (dashed 

lines). This is the case for the first quadrant and velocities in the range of 400 - 1200 kms" 1. The wind 

particles are able to reach the outer part of the magnetosphere. This is not the case for the fourth 

quadrant: wind ions cross the field lines, are trapped and do not reach the outer zones. This picture 

is admittedly crude, but it makes plausible that the wind feeding the clouds comes predominantly from 

the first and third quadrant. It is important to note that the two quadrants are essentially identical with 

the He-caps. From this picture one is tempted to believe in a correlation between Hel ium enrichment 

and the wind. The next step then is to ask whether the He-enrichment is caused by the wind. 

6. T H E H A V N E S A N D G O E R T Z M E C H A N I S M . 

The mass of clouds is estimated by Groote and Hunger (1982): M ~ 10" 1 0 M Q . The mass is replenished 

by the wind at the rate of 10"9 M 0 / y r , i.e. once per month. At the same rate, the clouds loose mass, 

through field line reconnections as is sketched in Fig. 6. Thereby large amounts of energy are released. 

The Havnes and Goertz theory (1984) predicts an outer magnetosphere with a corona of Τ = 10 6 -

1 0 7 K, and the production of mildly relativistic electrons, in the MeV-range. The observations seem to 

confirm this: X-rays are observed, with log ( L X / L Q ) = 3.8, and radio emission at 2 and 6 cm, indicating 

a (non-thermal) flat spectrum (Drake et al. 1987). Philips and Lestrade, using the spatial resolution of 

VLBI, were able to locate the emission zone, which extends from 6 to 10 R* (based on the new distance 

of H D 37479, d = 640 pc, Hunger et al. 1989). 

In Fig. 7, a model of the magnetosphere is shown, which seems to apply to H D 37479, with the 

exception that in our star the axis of rotation is (almost) vertical. A s a consequence, the plasma sheet 

is forced to trail in an Archimedic spiral. It is interesting to note that this model has been proposed for 

the infrared source SI , in the ρ Oph molecular cloud (André et al. 1988). SI is believed to be a pre 

main sequence object. H D 37479 and SI have in common (probably) the early spectral type, the radio-

and X-ray emission, and the magnetic field (indicated by the polarized radio emission). If the similarity 

is further corroborated, it could mean that all magnetic and variable He-stars are pre main sequence 

stars. 

According to the tracks of Iben (1966), the mass of H D 37479 would be 8 M Q , instead of 8.9 M Q 

as a post main sequence star. The birth line of stars (Palier and Stahler, 1990), however, reaches the 

main sequence for stars with M > 10 M Q . Therefore one would expect a substantial amount of still 

unaccreted matter around a recently born star with M = 8 M Q . The question then arises whether the 

circumstellar matter around H D 37479 comes from the wind or is the unaccreted rest of the protostellar 

nebula. 
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Fig. 4: Magnetic dipole field of H D 37479. Since the clouds extend up to 6 field lines are 

assumed to be open within the polar cone (0 O = 24°). 

Fig. 5: Trajectories of particles moving in a rotating frame under the influence of gravity, for 

various injection velocities (full drawn). Dashed curves represent two magnetic lines of 

forces. In the first quadrant, particle trajectories are nearly parallel to the field lines (no 

interaction with the field), whereas in the fourth quadrant, trajectories cross the field lines 

(interaction with the field). 
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Fig. 6: Schematic drawing of how the stellar 
wind of H D 37479 gradually fills 
the magnetosphere (clouds) until the 
field lines are distorted and 
reconnect, thereby releasing large 
amounts of energy (after Havnes and 
Goertz). 

Fig. 7: Model of the magnetophere of the IR source SI which may also be valid for H D 37479, 
except for the axis of rotation which is off by 73° and, the plasma sheet that trails in the 
latter star (after André et al). 
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